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ABSTRACT: Authoring of personalized multimedia content can be considered as a process consisting of selecting, composing, and assembling media elements into coherent multimedia presentations that meet the user’s or user group’s preferences, interests, current situation, and environment. In the approaches we find today, media items and semantically rich metadata information are used for the selection and composition task. However, most valuable semantics for the media elements and the resulting multimedia content that emerge with and in the authoring process are not considered any further. This means that the effort for semantically enriching media content comes to a sudden halt in the created multimedia document—which is very unfortunate. In this paper, we propose with the SemanticMM4U framework an integrated approach for deriving and exploiting multimedia semantics that arise with and from the creation of personalized multimedia content and make it available for further use and applications. In this approach, not only the metadata are considered that are semantically evolving from the media elements of the newly created presentation. Also the actual usage of media elements for the authoring can emerge new semantics of the single media elements employed. In the application domain of authoring of digital photo albums we show where and how semantics emerge in the authoring process and how these contribute to an even richer media content pool, both for single media and also for the composition and its later use.
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1. Introduction

Authoring of personalized multimedia content is considered as a process of creating and delivering multimedia presentations that meet the user’s or user group’s preferences and interests as well as current situation and environment. Typically, for creating such personalized multimedia presentations, the following tasks are conducted: first, appropriate media elements are selected from the multimedia storages on the basis of the user profile information and current contextual situation. Here, (semantically rich) metadata information associated to the media elements is exploited to determine the most relevant media elements. The selected media elements are then composed and assembled in time and space into a coherent multimedia presentation, again by exploiting the media element’s metadata and user’s profile and context information. Finally, the presentation is deployed to the end device of the user for actual rendering, which can be a personal computer but also a mobile device.

Different research groups worldwide have conducted research in the field of creating such personalized multimedia content such as the research institute CWI in the Netherlands (see http://www.cwi.nl/) and INRIA Rhône-Alpes in France (see http://www.inrialpes.fr/). After almost a decade of research on this issue, we are pleased today to observe that there exist many scientific approaches as well as industrial solutions that provide personalized content to the user.

In recent years, it is becoming increasingly clear that multimedia information does not have unique semantics, but exhibits multiple semantics depending on its context and usage (3rd special Workshop on Multimedia Semantics, 2005). However, these semantics are currently lost in the multimedia content creation process. Although the approaches we find today exploit semantically rich metadata for the multimedia selection and composition task as described above, this highly valuable source of information is currently not considered any further: the actually created multimedia presentations carry none or only a small piece of the metadata exploited for the content creation task before.

This means that the effort to enhance and enrich media content with semantically rich descriptions all of a sudden comes to a halt in authoring of personalized multimedia content. What we lose is not only the combined semantics of the multimedia document as a combination of the semantics of the single media items used. Also the semantics that arise from the composition itself are ignored. And finally, the use of media objects for and within a multimedia composition is typically not reflected in the media object’s metadata.

In this paper, we propose with the SemanticMM4U framework an integrated approach for deriving and exploiting multimedia semantics from multimedia content authoring. This approach not only employs the semantics and metadata of the media elements for the selection and composition task. It further aims at exploiting the existing semantics and metadata information for deriving higher-level semantics that emerges by combining media elements into new multimedia presentations and to bring this semantics to the end user.

In Section 2, we present the current state-of-the-art in the fields of multimedia personalization and emergent semantics for multimedia. In Section 3, we present our approach of a SemanticMM4U framework for integrating emergent semantics into the multimedia personalization process. The current state of the implementation of the SemanticMM4U framework is described in Section 4 and the evaluation of our approach in a concrete application scenario is presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our paper with Section 6.
2. Related Work

As the proposed SemanticMM4U framework combines the challenging research fields of multimedia content personalization and emergent semantics in multimedia, the related work in both fields is presented in the following. We begin with the state-of-the-art in personalized multimedia content creation and then present the research conducted in the field of emergent semantics for multimedia content.

State of the art in personalized multimedia content creation: On the pathway to a dynamic creation of personalized multi-media content, we find interesting work in the area of adaptive hypermedia systems (De Bra et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2001; Brusilovsky, 1996). The adaptive hypermedia system AHA! (De Bra et al., 2003) is a prominent example. How-ever, though these and further approaches integrate media elements in their adaptive hypermedia presentations, synchronized multimedia presentations are not in their focus. A very interesting research approach towards the dynamic generation of multimedia presentations is the Cuypers system (van Ossenbruggen et al., 2003; Geurts et al., 2001; van Ossenbruggen et al., 2000). It uses con-straints for describing the intended multimedia programming and logic programming for the generation of a multimedia document. Within the Opéra project, a generic architecture for the automated construction of multimedia presentations based on transformation sheets and constraints is developed (Bes et al., 2001). This work is continued within the WAM project with the focus on a negotiation and adaptation architecture for mobile multi-media services (Lemlouma & Layaida, 2004). These and other existing research solutions typically use declarative languages, such as rules, constraints, style sheets and others, to express the dynamic multimedia content creation. However, we observe that the existing approaches find their limits in regard of required effort, applicability and practicability, as well as their power of expressiveness. Many of these systems and approaches for content personalization are targeted at a specific application domain in which they provide a very specific content personalization task. Whenever a complex and application-specific personalization generation task is required, the systems find their limit and need additional programming to solve the problem.

With MM4U, we developed a software framework that provides generic support for the development of personalized multimedia applications (Schepers & Boll, 2005a+c). It relieves application developers from the general tasks in the context of multimedia content personalization and lets them concentrate on the application domain-specific tasks. The framework does not re-invent multimedia content adaptation but is targeted at incorporating and embedding existing research approaches in the field and allows to be extended by domain and application-specific solutions.

State of the art in emergent semantics for multimedia content: Semantics is a discipline developed by Alfred Korzybski (Schuchardt & Kending, 2005) that proposes to improve human behavioral responses through a more critical use of words and symbols (Jain, 2004). In general, this field studies relationship between signs and symbols and what they represent for the purpose and utilization of communication. In regard of emergent semantics for multimedia information, the opinion reinforced in recent years that multimedia information does not have a unique semantics, but exhibits multiple semantics which depend on context and use (3rd special Workshop on Multimedia Semantics, 2005) and which changes over time. Emergent semantics is subject of research conducted from different sides. For example, the the work done by (Grosky et al., 2002+2004) considers the semantics of Web pages and the interrelationship of the different documents. Here, Web server logs are analyzed to derive emergent semantics of the Web pages and the change of their semantics over time and usage. Another approach to emergent semantics considers audiovisual media content. This is pursued, e.g., by (Nack, 2005; Nack & Putz, 2001) for video editing in the domain of news coverage and by (Santini et al., 2001) analyzing the interrelationship and the semantic that emerges trough interaction in image databases. However, also with the composition of media elements into a coherent multimedia presentation new semantics for the created content can be derived from the used media element’s metadata. This can take place at several places of the multimedia composition step. However, current approaches either derive emergent semantics prior or post to the composition of the media elements into the presentation. For example, the approach by (Little et al., 2002) first derives emergent semantics from the media element’s Dublin Core metadata and uses this semantics to determine a rhetorical structure. Then, the created rhetorical structure is mapped to a temporal course and spatial layout of a multimedia presentation. Thus, the emergent semantics and the created multimedia content are separated in two different representation models. Once, the rhetorical structure is exploited to create the multimedia content, the derived semantics is not further used and thrown away. An example for deriving semantics post to the multimedia composition is presented by (Ding et al., 2005). Here, Flash movies in the binary format are analyzed to derive semantics. However, this analysis process of binary multimedia content is very complicated and time-consuming as each scene of the flash presentation needs to be individually considered and analyzed. The result is a categorization of the Flash movie into a couple of pre-defined categories. The original metadata and semantics of the media elements used for the Flash presentations is not used for this emergent semantics approach. However, research in regard of emergent semantics for multimedia content during the authoring process is still in its infancies. Although, it is recognized that semantics needs to be handled in every step of the creation process of multimedia content (Hardman, 2005), today’s tools tend to concentrate on one step of the multimedia content creation process only and ignore the requirements in regard of semantic information needed by a subsequent processing and usage. What is missing is an approach that derives emergent semantics from the media elements during the composition and assembly task and makes this semantics available for the multimedia presentation consumption as well as for future multimedia authoring tasks. For it, enhanced multimedia document models such as (Westermann et al., 2005) need to be employed, which carry semantically rich metadata. However, these models do not serve as basis for bringing the semantics into the actual multimedia presentation formats created and delivered to the user’s or user group’s needs. Here, appropriate mechanisms are required for bringing the content represented by such a sophisticated document model into today’s multimedia presentation formats such as SMIL (Butlerman et al., 2005) and to exploit the metadata description functionality of these formats, e.g., SMIL’s Metainformation Module, to bring the semantics to the user.

3. The SemanticMM4U Approach

Semantics for media and multimedia content is of high potential and benefit when made explicit and machine processable as it allows for a better management, search,
distribution, and usage of multimedia information. However, as mentioned above, the semantics that emerge from the creation process of personalized multimedia content is currently left unconsidered. Figure 1 illustrates the creation of multimedia presentations and where we today find an emergent semantics barrier. Media content such as image, video and audio is typically associated with technical and semantic metadata. These metadata are used for the selection and assembly of a multimedia presentation. The semantics of the actual creation, however, only reside in the assembly phase and are not made explicit to other steps in the chain from media to multimedia presentation. For example, the parallel presentation of a set of media elements can semantically mean that they belong together. This information should be stored in the media pool for future authoring processes. Also the main keywords of the different media elements used in a new presentation could be summarized in a head of the delivered presentation for search. What we observe today is a multimedia presentation semantics barrier within the authoring process of personalized multimedia content where the (emergent) semantics of the created multimedia presentation is lost.

With the SemanticMM4U framework, we propose an integrated approach for deriving and exploiting multimedia semantics in the multimedia authoring process and make these emergent semantics explicit and available for other processing and use. In more detail, the SemanticMM4U approach provides for two central aspects in emergent semantics for personalized multimedia content. Following the process of creating and delivering multimedia presentations, we aim to make the semantics that arise from the authoring process explicit. On the other hand, the use of media elements in the presentation allows us to get a better understanding of the media element itself and also capture these semantics. Figure 2 illustrates the two directions where emergent semantics of the authoring are made explicit for further use. These semantics derivation directions are explained in more detail in the following.

**Media usage semantics:** As depicted in Figure 2, the multimedia presentation’s semantics derived from the single media elements metadata used for the composition and assembly task also affects the single media elements semantics. The fact that a user selects a media element together with other media elements in a multimedia presentation allows us to learn from the usage of the media elements in the presentation about the semantics of the single media elements employed. For example, if a set of media elements are used together in the same section of a presentation this can mean that they all belong to the same semantic concept, such as “Island Norderney”. If media elements come with different semantic descriptions the joint usage may allow deriving or refining the single media element’s metadata. So the media usage brings emergent semantics which arise from the authoring process. Here, new metadata can be derived for the used media elements on basis of their role within the created multimedia presentation as well as the targeted user or user group of the presentation. This emerging metadata for the single media elements can be reflected back into the media management.

**Multimedia authoring semantics:** With the SemanticMM4U approach, emergent semantics are derived from the media elements’ metadata used for the multimedia presentation. This means that the created presentation at least needs to carry the used media element’s semantics. For example, semantic keywords of the media elements which have been used for selecting the media element for the presentation can also be explicitly stored and made available in a metadata description of the composed presentation. Additionally, the composition process itself creates and derives new metadata. This includes, e.g., the structure and temporal course of the presentation or the layout and media types used.

For the delivery and consumption of the created presentations, the existing metadata standards of the different multimedia presentation formats will be employed to enhance the created content by the derived semantics. This will make the presentation’s emergent semantics explicit. Consequently, the created multimedia presentations will be made accessible and processable by future multimedia retrieval systems and by this provide for a better management, search, distribution, and usage of such content. Within the SemanticMM4U framework, new semantics will be derived for the created multimedia presentation from the used media elements metadata. This will be achieved by employing (semi-)automatic multimedia semantics derivation methods and techniques. These include among others semantics derivation by employing rules, knowledge-bases such as taxonomies and thesauri, or by plain programming the semantics derivation functionality. The SemanticMM4U framework aims at...
abstracting from these different semantics derivation methods and techniques by providing appropriate interfaces and data models. Thus, different approaches for semantics derivation can be employed and combined by the framework. The created multimedia presentations are considered to be new media items with accompanying metadata. Consequently, they can be stored and made accessible via the media stores for use in other presentations, e.g., as MPEG-21 Digital Items (Burnett et al., 2003).

4. Implementation Issues
The SemanticMM4U framework bases on our previous work, the development of the component framework MM4U for the dynamic authoring of personalized multimedia content (Scherp & Boll, 2005a+c). In order to support the different tasks of the general multimedia personalization process in the MM4U framework, we developed a layered architecture. Each layer provides modular support for the different tasks of the multimedia personalization process. The bottom layers provide access to user profile information and media data, followed by two layers for composition of the multimedia presentation in an internal multimedia content representation model and its later transformation into the concrete presentation output formats. A top layer realizes the rendering and display of the multimedia presentation on the end device. To be most flexible in regard of the different requirements of concrete personalized multimedia applications, the framework layers allow for extending the functionality of the MM4U framework. In the work presented in this paper, we aim at extending the MM4U framework as depicted in Figure 3 by considering the aspect of emergent semantics during the (semi-)automatic authoring process of personalized multimedia content. Therefore, the existing MM4U framework will be extended towards a SemanticMM4U framework.

Following the multimedia authoring process as illustrated in Figure 1, the new aspects that SemanticMM4U brings to the MM4U framework are touching the layers of multimedia composition and presentation creation. In the following, we elaborate in more detail where and how the emergent semantics influence and alter the different framework components:

- **Impact of emergent semantics for the composition layer:** The current multimedia composition model and metadata concept of the MM4U framework captures the central aspects of multimedia modeling, which are the temporal course, spatial layout, and interaction possibilities of the presentation with the user. With the SemanticMM4U framework, we extend this model by providing sophisticated support for capturing and processing metadata and semantics in the composition model. Unlike other models (see related work), our internal model provides support for both challenges: composition and multimedia semantics.

- **Impact of emergent semantics for the presentation format generators:** To use the (emergent) semantics post to the multimedia composition step, we need to exploit the semantics of the newly created multimedia content within the transformation step to deploy it with the multimedia presentations in the final presentation formats. We decided to use a RDF-based profile for the presentation’s metadata and semantics. We target at using MPEG-7 descriptors as a basis. MPEG-7 defines a comprehensive set of low-level metadata as well as some general high-level metadata. In addition, it provides support for defining domain-specific and application-specific metadata (Manjunath et al., 2002). The semantics, emerged through the assemble process, are saved to the generated presentation.

- **Impact of emergent semantics for user profile and media management:** In the MM4U framework, the user profile accessor and the media accessor are currently used to retrieve the necessary and relevant media information. With the semantics that emerge in the authoring process now new and refined semantics are propagated back to the profile and media store. For example, the media use and presentation structure can be learned and stored in a user profile; the use of a title for a group of images can be stored in the metadata of the single photos.

5. Evaluation and Application Scenario
The SemanticMM4U framework is evaluated by and applied for the development of demonstrator applications for the domain of (semi-)automatic creation of personalized multimedia content. These demonstrator applications will prove the applicability of the framework and provide for an improved retrieval of personalized multimedia content.

The first evaluation of our SemanticMM4U framework is currently conducted in the domain of personalized photo albums. Here, the SemanticMM4U framework is applied within an existing smart authoring tool for the context-driven and content-driven creation of multimedia presentations, called xSMART (Scherp & Boll, 2005b). The xSMART authoring tool integrates the targeted user context into the different authoring steps and exploits this context to guide the author through the content authoring process. The design of xSMART allows that it can be extended and customized to the requirements of a specific domain by domain-specific
A concrete wizard we developed for our xSMART authoring tool provides support for the personalized authoring of photo albums. This wizard allows the users to define that only pictures taken during summer time are to be selected and only those, with a good exposure as well as sharpness. For the composition task, the wizard allows for determining the targeted (mobile) end device and allows for selecting different presentation styles for arranging the pictures.

We selected the photo-album scenario for evaluating our SemanticMM4U approach as it is well-known and high expertise available. We expect fast and promising results for emergent semantics in this domain. A screenshot of the current photo-album wizard with support for emergent semantics is depicted in Figure 4. The figure shows a page of a personalized photo album generated by our smart media information. With the semantics that emerge album is conducted in several steps: the user starts with the domain-specific photo album wizard, which creates a first presentation on the basis of user selected parameters (e.g., image folders, image options). Then, the user can manipulate the single pages, add text, and change the layout of the images on the pages.

With the SemanticMM4U framework, we aim at deriving semantics during the multimedia composition and assembly step. The example screenshot of a photo album page illustrates where we can derive semantics for the presentation and the images. From the selected style (one big image centered, rest aside), we can derive that the centered image is the most important one of the page. Thus the media item can be “labeled” with a higher relevance tag than the others. From the organization of the five images on the same page, we can deduce that all images have the same topic the user has entered as “Our Vacation on Island Norderney”. Therefore, the images can be labeled with the same description. Also, available metadata for one image can be used and checked if it might be valid for the other images as well. Here for example, the image on the upper left comes from a friend’s camera and has a GPS position. The organization of the images on the same page and the fact that the images are captured around the same time allows deducing the same GPS position from one photo for the other four images as well. The usage and manipulation of single photos as well as the arrangement of the photos on the pages allows learning and refining the media metadata by exploiting the user interaction during the authoring process.

In the direction of the presentation, the delivered media presentation, e.g., a SMIL presentation, includes an RDF description that carries the single media element’s metadata such as time, position and also any manual annotation that some of the images have. Concerning the structure of the presentation, the different pages are treated as logically related chapters of the vacation. An available text on the page is used and made explicit as a topic and title for this chapter. The sequence of the pages and the storyline is also made explicit as well as information about spatial or temporal clusters and the derived potential events the photos were taken at. There is almost no limit in the information that can be emerged from the authoring process, though it is highly dependent on the application domain which information is relevant for later search, organization, and delivery of the multimedia content.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we presented a novel approach for emergent semantics in the process of authoring personalized multimedia content. The proposed SemanticMM4U framework not only employs the media element’s metadata for the composition and assembly task, but extends the state-of-the-art by deriving emergent semantics when using media elements for authoring new multimedia content targeted at a specific user or user group and by enhancing the created presentation with this semantics.

The SemanticMM4U approach combines the challenging research areas of multimedia content personalization and emergent semantics for multimedia. The presented combination of multimedia content personalization and emergent semantics is a clear consequence from the current state-of-the-art to gain a better understanding of the semantics of multimedia information. As semantics is always dependent on the individual’s role and perception, exploiting the knowledge gained about how to serve the individual user’s or user group’s needs and preferences will help to reach this understanding. On this basis, we will then be able to draw conclusions for the emergent semantics of multimedia presentations created for an individual user or user group.

Making multimedia semantics explicit throughout the multimedia authoring process provides for a better management, search, distribution, and usage of multimedia information. Search engines will be able to gather such presentations and process the provided semantics in order.

![Figure 4. Emergent semantics in our authoring tool xSMART and authoring wizard for personalized photo-albums](image-url)
to provide their users in the Internet a better search and retrieval of the content. Consequently, the information needs and requirements of the individual users can be better fulfilled. The proposed approach for exploiting metadata information, deriving higher-level semantics, and making this emergent semantics explicit provides for a better accessibility of the created personalized multimedia content.
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